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VIEWING PARALLEL PROJECTION METHODS
AS SEQUENTIAL ONES IN CONVEX FEASIBILITY PROBLEMS

Abstract. We show that the parallel projection method with variable weights

and one variable relaxation coefficient for obtaining a point in the intersection

of a finite number of closed convex sets in a given Hubert space may be inter-

preted as a semi-alternating sequential projection method in a suitably newly

constructed Hubert space. As such, convergence results for the parallel pro-

jection method may be derived from those which may be constructed in the

semi-alternating sequential case.

1. Introduction

Finding a point in the intersection of a finite number of closed convex sets

{Cj}r:=1 in R" or, more generally, in a Hubert space is a typical problem in

different branches of applied mathematics. For instance, when solving a large

consistent system of linear equations or inequalities in Rn , each block of equa-

tions or inequalities constrains the solution to lie in a convex set Cj ; in com-

puter tomography with limited data, in which an unknown image has to be

reconstructed from a priori knowledge and from measured results, each piece

of information gives a constraint which often gives rise to a convex set C¡ in

L2(R2) to which the unknown image should belong. For other examples we

refer to [6, §4].
Since usually it is not possible to obtain a point in C* = f|;=i Çj m a

direct manner, an iterative procedure using the projections P¡ onto the different

sets Cj is created where, starting from some point xo in the Hubert space,

a sequence {JCf}t^ is constructed that converges to a point in C*. In the

simplest form of the oldest method, which may be called the sequential method,

a new point xk+x in the sequence is obtained from xk by completing a cycle of

projections onto the individual sets Cj, i.e., xk+x = PrPr-\ ■ • ■ PiP\Xk . On the

other hand, when for the computations a parallel computer is available, it may

be favourable to use another method (which may be called the parallel method)

of constructing the sequence {x¡}+™ . To this end, at each iteration step i a

set of r nonnegative real numbers {p¡(j)}rj=x with J2j=i t*iU) — 1 are chosen

(these are called the weights) and, again in the simplest form, the new point Xk+X
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in the iteration may be obtained from Xk by xk+x = ¿3j=i ßk+\Ü)PjXk . Since

at first sight both methods are completely different from each other, convergence

results of the constructed sequences {x,-}^ have to be proven for both cases

separately. As main results of this paper we show that the parallel method with

variable weights (and one variable relaxation coefficient) in a Hilbert space may

be viewed as a suitable sequential projection method with possibly an infinite

number of convex sets in a convenient new Hilbert space (Theorem 1), and

that convergence of the corresponding new sequence in the sequential method

entails convergence of the parallel sequence (Theorem 2). This leads to different

interesting conclusions, and to interesting possibilities for further research:

(i) It shows that the parallel method with weights which stay fixed at each

iteration always converges, since it corresponds to a sequential method

in which only two convex sets are involved. On the other hand, for the

parallel method with variable weights at each iteration step, convergence

will only be guaranteed under some conditions on the weights, since

in this case the corresponding sequential method involves an infinite

number of convex sets.

(ii) Since the parallel method is in fact a disguised sequential one, those

conditions on the weights referred to in (i) may be derived from con-

vergence results in the sequential method with an infinite number of

convex sets, which is nowadays a subject of intensive research.

(iii) Possibly the most interesting forthcoming results will handle the man-

ner in which the variable weights in the parallel method have to be

chosen in order to optimize the speed of convergence; a first result in

this direction, based on this paper, has been submitted for publication

[3].

2. Mathematical preliminaries

Suppose that in the real Hilbert space H r closed convex sets Cj (j —

I, ... , r) are given, whose intersection C* = fl'=1 Cj may be empty or non-

empty. The parallel projection method (also called block-iterative projection

method), with variable weights p¡(j) where / denotes the iteration index (i =

1,2,...) and where j = 1, 2, ... , r, and with one variable relaxation co-

efficient k¡ (i = 1, 2,...), is defined as follows in order to obtain a point

in C* (when C* ^ 0), or a suitable point in H (when C* = 0), in an

iterative manner: starting from an element xq in H, we consider the pro-

jections PjXo of Xo onto the different sets Cj ; choosing r nonnegative real

numbers P\(l), P\(2), ... , P\(r) (the weights) such that Sl=i P-iU) = 1 > and
one strictly positive real number kx, the first iteration point Xi is given by

r

xx = x0 + kx ̂ 2 MJ)(Pjxo - xo) ;
7=1

in a general way, when the point xk in the iteration has been obtained, the next

iteration point xk+x is given by

r

(1) *k+\ =xk +kk+xyjTpk+x(j)(PjXk -xk),

7=1
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with {ßk+\Ü)Yj=x a set of r nonnegative real numbers such that Y?j=\ P-k+xU)

= 1, and with kk+x a strictly positive real number.

In several papers (e.g., [1,2, 5]) it has been shown that, under suitable con-

ditions about the variable weights and the variable relaxation coefficient, the

sequence {xk}f=[ is convergent, either weakly or in norm, to a point in the

intersection C* (when C* ± 0), or to some point whose position is "optimal"
with respect to the different sets Cj.

The mentioned parallel projection method, which originated in the beginning

of the eighties, was a logical outgrowth of the sequential projection method

which has been known for a much longer time [6]. In the simplest form

of the sequential method the pure projections Px, ... , Pr are combined to

form the operator T = PrPr-x, ■ ■■ , PiP\ ', starting from a given element xo

in H, the iteration sequence {xk}k*Ll is given by x^+i = Txk . More gen-

erally, when introducing variable relaxation coefficients A,(l), k¡(2), ... , k¡(r)

(i = 1, 2, ... ), and denoting by 1 the identity operator on H, the operators

7}(7")   (j = 1, ... , r) may be defined by

Ti(j) = l+ki(j)(Pj-l);

putting Tt = Tj(r)Tj(r - 1)••• 7}(2)7}(1), the iteration sequence is given by

Xi = TiXo, X2 = T2XX, ... , xk+x — Tk+X(xk), ... , where again xo is a given

starting element. Several variants of the sequential method exist; investigation

of convergence when an infinite number of closed convex sets Cj are involved

has been done by Ottavy [7].
In [8], Pierra showed that, when using in the parallel projection method

weights which stay fixed during the iteration and with k¡ = 1 for all / =

1,2,... (i.e., such that xk+x = 2^_, p(j)P¡(xk)), the parallel method may be

seen as a sequential method of projections onto two convex sets in a suitable

product Hilbert space. Recently, De Pierro [4] tried to generalize the result of

Pierra for the case of a parallel projection method with pure projections (i.e.,

without using a relaxation coefficient) but with variable weights.

In this paper, we refine the ideas appearing in [4] in order to show that the

parallel projection method with variable weights and one variable relaxation

coefficient may be viewed as a suitable sequential projection method in a con-

venient Hilbert space. As such, convergence results pertaining to the proper

sequential projection method may immediately be transferred to the parallel

case.

3. Construction of the convenient Hilbert space

Let the given Hilbert space H be endowed with the inner product ( , ) and

norm || || derived from ( , ) ; the intersection C* = ("Y^i Cj of the closed

convex sets Cj   (j = I, ... , r) may be empty or nonempty.

For / = 1, 2, ... we denote by (Nr, p¡) the set {1,2,...,/-} endowed

with a (probability) measure p¡ such that p,(j) > 0 for j = 1, 2, ... , r

and YJhst P-iU) — 1 • These nonnegative numbers p,(j) denote the weights

at the ith iteration step in (1). Consider the closed interval [0,1] with its

Borel measurable sets and with the corresponding Lebesgue measure m . When

H is made into a measurable space by considering the Borel measurable sets

corresponding to the norm topology on H, let -2?([0, 1], H) be the set of all
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measurable functions from [0, 1] to H, and denote by L2([0, 1], H) the set

of equivalence classes in ¿zf([0, 1], H) of functions cp in ^([0, 1], H) such

that

(2) |||?|||2= /   ||p(0||2<M0<oo.
Jo

Putting, for functions cp and ip in S?([0, 1], H),

fX ,       ,    X /    XV    J /    X({<P,V)) = J  (<P{t), V(t))dm(t),

we obtain that L2([0, 1], H) is a Hubert space with norm ||| ||| derived from

the inner product ((,)). Whenever convenient, L2([0, l],H) will be denoted

for short by &.
For each fixed i e {1,2,...} the nonnegative numbers {Pi(j)Yj=x are

known. Let T¡ then be a function from (Nr, p¡) into the set of subsets of

[0,1] defined as follows:

7X1)=]0,^(1)],

and, for j: = 2, 3, ... , r,

Ti(j) = ]pt( 1 ) + • • • + fiiU - 1 ), Pt( 1 ) + • • • + Pj(j)].

Together with the singleton number {0} , the sets T¡(f) (j - I, ... , r) form

a disjoint covering of [0, 1] ; note that some of the sets T¡(j) may be empty,

depending on the possible zero value of some p¡(j) ; in fact, we use the standard

convention that for a real number a the half-open interval ]a, a] is empty.

We now introduce in the newly defined Hubert space ß? the subsets Fßi

which, together with one other set, will play the role of the closed convex sets

for the sequential projection method which is to be equivalent to the parallel

projection method of (1). To this end, we remark that whenever we choose (for

a fixed i e {1, 2, ...}, and hence also for a fixed p¡) an element v} in each

set Cj in H (j = \, ... , r), a measurable function cp' : [0, 1] —► H may be

introduced as follows: for t e T¡(j), we put cp'(t) = Vj (e Cj) ; we let cp'(0)

be that chosen element vk in Ck with the smallest index k e {I ,2, ... , r}

such that Tj(k) ^ 0 . As such, the function cp' may be seen to be a piecewise

constant function defined on [0,1], whose values are lying in some or all of

the sets Cj . Such function cp' is clearly square integrable, since

/  Wç^DW2dm(t) =¿lí«7ll^7ii/)) = £W>?1(/1 <-P°-
J0 ;-t ,_i

7=1 7=1

Considering the set of all such functions for a fixed i and for all possible choices

of elements Vj in the different sets Cj , we denote the set of equivalence classes

of these functions in ^ by Fßi . For each i, Fßi is a subset of %?.

We finally introduce in %? the "diagonal" D, i.e., the set of equivalence

classes which correspond to constant functions in Jzf([0, 1], H). Clearly, D

is isometric to // by means of the natural imbedding q : H —► L2([0, 1], H)

which makes each element v in H correspond to the function q(v) in

L2([0, I], H) given by q(v)(t) = v, V/e [0, 1].
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4. Results and proofs

Lemma 1. The isometric image D = q(H) of H in ß* is a closed linear sub-

space of ß?.

Proof. That D is a linear subspace may immediately be verified. To show that

D is closed, let {<p„}(£=x be a sequence in D such that cp„ —* cp in ß*. We

have to show that there exists a vector v in H such that cp(t) = v , V7 e [0, 1].

There exists a sequence of vectors {v„}^=l in H such that, for each fixed n ,

cp„(t) = vn for all /e[0, 1]. Since the sequence {(p„}™=x is a Cauchy sequence

in ß? we have, for positive integers m and n ,

fX
\\\<Pn -<Pm\\\2 =   /     \\V„ -Vm\\2dt= \\V„ -Vm\\2,

Jo

which tends to zero as n , m —> -l-oc . Let v be the limit of the Cauchy sequence

{v„}'^=l in H, and put y/(t) = v , W e [0, 1]. We show that the functions cp

and ip are equivalent in ßf, thereby proving the result. This follows easily,

since for all /e[0, 1] we have

\\tp(t)-y(t)\?<2\\cp(t)-vnt + 2\\v„-v\\2,

and hence

|||p-^|||2<2 / \\cp(t)-v„\\2dm(t) + 2 f  \\vn-v\\2dm(t)
Jo Jo

= 2\\\cp - cpn\\\2 + 2\\v„ -v\\2 ,

which tends to zero for n —> +00 . Hence cp and xp belong to the same equiv-

alence class.   O

Lemma 2. Each set FMi is a closed convex subset of ß?.

Proof. Since the functions in Fm are piecewise constant on [0, 1], taking their

values in (some of) the convex sets Cx, ... , Cr in H, it is easily verified that

Fß. is convex.

The proof that Fm is closed may be compared to the one showing the closed-

ness of D, but it is somewhat more involved. Let {^«}^, be a sequence in Ffii,

and suppose that cp„ —► cp in ßf. Depending on the values of p¡(l), ... , p¡(r),

each function tp„ may take on values vn, v2, ... , vrn in Cx, C2, ... , Cr, re-

spectively. For positive integers n and m we have

\<Pn - (Pm\\\2 = y  I       \\<Pn(t) ~ (pm(t)\\2 dm(t)
j=x Jt,U)

= Y,H-vJm\\2PiUh
7 = 1

Since {(p„}'£=x is a Cauchy sequence in ßf, the last sum tends to zero for

n, m —> +oc ; hence each (possible) sequence {vJn}nc=i in Cj converges to

some vector vJ in the closed convex set Cj . Defining then the function \p

on the subintervals of [0, 1] determined by the numbers p¡(l), ... , p¡(r) by
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y/(t) = yj for t e T¡(j)  (as previously explained), we obtain a function  y/

which clearly belongs to FMi, and which is equivalent to cp , since

\cp-   -"'2 <2 [ \\cp(t)-cp„(t)\\2dm(t) + 2¡  \\cp„(t)-ip(t)\\2dm(t),
Jo Jo10 JO

and both terms on the right-hand side tend to zero when n goes to infinity.   D

Now let v be a given element in H. For j = 1, 2, ... , r denote by PjV

the projection of v onto Cj. For some fixed iteration index i the subsets

{7/(/)}j=i °f [0' H are defined by the numbers {Pi(j)Yj=x ■ Define the func-

tion <pv : [0, 1] —> H as follows: whenever r,(j) ,¿ 0, put ç>„(i) = P,v for

t € 7/(7') ; put cpv(0) = Pkv , k being the smallest index in {1,2, ... , r} such

that T¡(k) ^ 0. Clearly, the function cpv so defined belongs to Fm . On the

other hand, the imbedding q(v) of v is an element of %f, and so we can

consider the projection of q(v) onto the closed convex subset Fßl. Denote the

projection operator of ßf onto Fm by Pp  .

Proposition 1. For a given element v in H with imbedding q(v) in ß*, the pro-

jection of q(v) onto the convex set Ffli is the function having the values {PjV}rj=l

on the subintervals {7/(j)K=, of[0, 1] defined by the weights {Pi(j)Yj=x ', i.e.,

with the notation from above,

PFN[q(v)] = cpv.

Proof. Pp^\q(v)} is a function which is piecewise constant on [0, 1]. Denoting

this function for short by xp we have

\\\q(v) - ip-\\\2 = min\\\q(v) - C\\\2

t)fdt.

Each function C £ Fm  is constant on a corresponding subinterval T¡(j) ; de-

noting this constant value by Cj we have

r

\\\q(v) - y/\\\2 = min £ \\v - Cjfm^U))
"• ;=i

Vmin||u-Cy||2m(7H./')).
j=x^c'

Since in each term on the right-hand side the minimum is obtained when Cj =

PjV, we obtain

r

\\\q(v)-xp-\\\2 = T.\\v-pjvW2m^T'^)
7 = 1

^YjWv-'Pv(t)\\2m(Tl(j)) = \\\q(v)-cpv\\\2.

7 = 1

Hence, the result follows.   D
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Suppose now that a function cp e Fm is given. On the suitable subinter-

vals Tj(j) of [0, 1] this function cp takes on (some of) the values vx, ... , vr

belonging respectively to the sets Cx, ... , Cr in H. We denote by Pp> the

projection operator of ß? onto D.

Proposition 2. For a given function cp^Fm having values {Vj}rj=l onthesubin-

tervals {Ti(j)}rj=l of[0, 1] defined by the weights {Pi(j)Yj=x, the projection of

cp onto D is the imbedding under q of the element Y?¡=x P~iU)v j m H ; i.e.,

( r ^

pD(<p) = q \y,Pi(J)Vj

Proof. We first remember that, for a given v in H, q(v) is the constant

function in D such that q(v)(t) = v for all / € [0, 1]. Then

\\\cp - PD(cp)\\\2 = min \\\cp- q(v)\\\2
q(v)€D

K~^   f      n
= mm >    /      \\v, - v

Q(v)ED^ JT(i)
■dt

;=1 "TiU)

= min y^\\Vj-v\\2m(Ti(j)).
q(v)£D

Denoting Y?j=i \\vj' -v\\2m(Ti(j)) as f(v), we have that its gradient grad/(v)

is given by
r

graáf(v) = y^2(Vj-v)m(Ti(j)).

7 = 1

Since m(Ti(j)) = p¡(j), we get that grad/(v) is zero when v = J^¡=i P¡(j)Vj.

Hence the foregoing minimum is obtained for the point q(v) in D with v =

T!j=xPi{J)vj.  □

The foregoing propositions give us now the possibility to interpret the parallel

projection method in H given by (1) as a sequential projection method in ß^.

To this end, we remark that for a given starting point Xo in H for the parallel

projection method, the point <?(xo) belongs to D. We consider this point g(xo)

as the starting point for a sequential projection method in ß?, defined in the

following manner: put

fx = <7(x0) + h(PFH [q(xo)] - q(xo)),        x~x = PD(fx) ■

In a general manner, when xkZx e D has already been obtained, put

(3) % = xk~Zx +kk(Ppiik[xk~:x]-xk~Zx),        Xk~ = PD(yk~).

By this semi-alternating sequential projection method with one variable relax-

ation coefficient we obtain a sequence q(xo),x~[, ... ,xk, ... in D. Since all

elements in D are in fact derived from elements of H, each point xl in the

sequence is the image under q of some element xk in H.

Theorem 1. If xq , xx, ... , xk, ... denotes the sequence in H obtained by the

parallel method in ( 1 ), and q(xo),xx,...,xk,... is the sequence in ß? ob-

tained by the semi-alternating sequential projection method (3), then {xk}kLx is
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exactly obtained by the imbedding in ß? of the parallel sequence {Xfc}£L, in

(1); i.e. x~k = q(xk).

Proof. We just consider the first step, since the calculation for the other steps

is similar. By Proposition 1 we have that PFfi [q(xo)] is the function that takes

on the values Pxxq, ... , PrXo on the corresponding subsets Tx (j). In view of

this result and of the fact that the projection operator Pp, onto D is linear we

obtain, by use of Proposition 2,

x¡ = PD(yx) = q(xo) + ^xPd(Pfi1í [q(x0)]) - kxq(x0)

= q(x0) + kxq I ^px(j)PjXo J - kxq(x0)
\j=x )

r

= q   x0 + kx^2px(j)(PjX0-Xo)   =f(xi).   D
j=x

An operator notation for the semi-alternating projection method in ß* may

thus be given as follows: at each iteration step i a variable positive relaxation

coefficient k, and r variable nonnegative weights {Pi(j)Yj=x are given; denot-

ing by id the identity operator on ß*, the sequence q(x0),x¡, ... ,xk , ... is

obtained by repeated application of the (variable) operators Yllß\ given by

n^=PDo[id+A,(PF;i;-id)].

In particular, when no relaxation coefficients are involved (i.e., k¡ — 1 for all

/), and when the weights are kept fixed during the iteration, we obtain the result

of Pierra.

The importance of viewing the parallel projection method with variable

weights as a special sequential one as described above follows readily when we

compare the convergence behaviour of the sequence {x^.}^ as derived from

the sequence {x^}^ . We have

Theorem 2. When the sequence {x^}^ in ß? converges in norm [weakly], then

the sequence {x^}^ in H also converges in norm [weakly].

Proof. Suppose first that the sequence {x^}£^ in ßf converges in norm to

some tp &ßf. Since each x^eD and D is closed in norm, also cp € D ; so we

may put cp = q(w) for some w e H. We then have

/"'    II       / W.X / W.MIÎ     J /.->

\</>-xk\\\2 = |||i7(u;)-^(x(t)|||2

io

= [  \\q(w)(t) - q(xk)(t)\\2 dm(t)
Jo

= i   \\w - xk\\2dm(t) = \\w-xk

Hence, the sequence {xk}k^0 in H is norm convergent (to w).

Let us suppose now that the sequence {x^}^ in ß? is weakly convergent

to some xp in ß?. Since D is a closed subspace, it is also weakly closed, and

so xp G D . Putting xp = q(z) for some z in H we have, for all cp e ß?,

((Xk, cp)) -» ((q(z), cp)),
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or, explicitly,

•1 rX

f (xk(t),<p(t))dm(t)^ [ (q(z)(t), cp(t)) dm(t).
Jo Jo

Taking for cp all elements of the form q(x) for all x in H, this leads to

• i ,-1

/  (xk , x)dm(t) —> /  (z,x)dm(t),
Jo Jo

i.e., (xk , x) —► (z, x) for all x e H. Hence, the sequence {xk}k^Q is weakly

convergent in H (to z).   D

We conclude with two properties concerning the intersection of the involved

sets.
When C* = f)y=i Cj is nonempty, then also (fl^i^/*,) n & l% nonempty.

Indeed, when z e C*, then q(z) belongs to D and to each Fßi.

When (f)°lxFß!) n D is nonempty, then there exists some q(z) in D be-

longing to each Fßi, where q(z)(t) — z e H for all í e [0,1], Assum-

ing that there exist r indexes g,h,...,s such that pg(l) ^ 0,p„(2) /

0, ... , ps(r) /Owe have, since q(z) e Fßg, q(z) e Fßh, ... , q(z) e Fßs, that

q(z)(t) eC,,We [0,pg(\)],q(z)(t) e C2 , W e]|/A(l), ph(l) + ßh(2)], ... .

Hence z e Cx, z e C2, ... , z e Cr, and so z e C* = (Y , C7. So, under the

stated assumption also C* is nonempty.
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